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Regular Meetings are on the second Tuesday with lunch at 11:30 AM
at the MCL Cafeteria, 4485 Far Hills Av. In Kettering         			No Sks to report.

10 May Meeting    		Hamvention Discussion +  Q. & A.
14 June Meeting		Hamvention Revue .


Happy Birthday to the following
W8WCL	5-26-48
K8KPJ	5-31-47
W8MK	6-7-21
W8CRK	6-14-38


KB1SF	6-14-51
NC8V		6-24-52
AC8NS	6-25-44
W5FHL	7-7-19



K8DSR	7-12-30
WA8IHA	7-15-31
WA8BOB	7-15-35




President's Column

It's been up and down this spring with both temperature and rainfall. Let's hope the wx is OK for Hamvention. We will have a discussion about HV at the next meeting. I made a list of my present set-up and all is in good shape, Have trouble remembering the last time I had a major problem. And my equipment is pretty “dated”. The TR-7 I got 1982, second hand and the linear, an L4b is a lot older yet! It runs on a single tube, putting out a kW PEP with no problem. My SWR/Power meter gave out and  so I am using, temporarily, the one in the L4b. In spite of the offers it is hard for me to find the right one! Maybe this time. As far as antennas are concerned: I have dipoles for 40 and 75m and a triband beam for 10,15 and 20m. Those are supported by an 80 foot tower and a few trees. I can  still maintain those antennas as they are built service friendly!

In your case, the situation maybe very similar. So I'd say we can relax and enjoy the Hamvention, walk around leisurely, meet friends and look what's new etc. 

QCWA is still looking for some helpers, who can spend a few hours manning the booth in the silver arena. Maybe you can help. Let me know!

Here is my health suggestion of the month: Exercise your breathing! I would guess that most people these days are in the category of short breathers, meaning they take short and frequent breaths. Unfortunately this is very hard to change and you almost have to consciously remind yourself to just do it. When I had my “heart warning shot” and the subsequent bypass operation in the early 90s, the surgeon gave me a 10 year warranty and the advice: “Don't forget to breath, it is VERY important.”

Another Hamvention suggestion; Check the Forum listing, there are some interesting topics and I have already marked one to visit. 

As we've done in previous years, we will again have a casual QSO-Party at the Clarion Hotel in Englewood on Friday night.I've been to all these meetings and sometimes the only local representative, so I encourage all that are available to consider showing up this year. B.T.W. I am the one that brings the door prizes! 

We've got a handful of corrections for the roster that was part of our last bulletin, and I will report those on a separate piece of paper, not sure whether we can do that this time, running late with the bulletin, sri!

I almost forgot, Ron, our Vice, made a bunch of phone calls (as an old telephone man) and we had a record turnout (close to 20) at the March meeting. 

So keep ham radio alive, get on the air and come to the meetings.  CU there, Gerd, WB8IFM,                                                                    

Chapter9 Membership is $5 per year.
Submit to our treasurer: Jerry Ragland,WA8BOB,409 Park Av, Franklin, Oh, 45005


